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"Learned familial and societal rules that we allow
to govern our behavior chains and determine how
we focus our attention, energy, goals, beliefs, and
entire ways of being.

These become 'Bad Agreements' when they inhibit
our authenticity, induce inferiority complexes and
imposter syndrome, perpetuate systems that
marginalize us, and generally don't serve our
interests well."

A·GREE·MENTS
/ƏˈꞬRĒMƏNTS/

Be impeccable with your word
Don't make assumptions
Don't take things personal
Always do your best

This presentation was inspired by the Toltec
wisdom book 'The Four Agreements' by Don
Miguel Ruiz. Click Image to purchase book.

AAGGRREEEEMMEENNTTSS

https://www.amazon.com/Four-Agreements-Practical-Personal-Freedom/dp/1878424319/ref=sr_1_1?gclid=Cj0KCQjwhLKUBhDiARIsAMaTLnHEXIH6Z7GTVPbr9Oi4Gnqhp8qWTE2clR10BTBBYwF04yv0-M-Yb7EaAnF9EALw_wcB&hvadid=322898474151&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9016977&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=b&hvrand=12642474988183824178&hvtargid=kwd-337784900766&hydadcr=20395_10166873&keywords=book+called+the+four+agreements&qid=1653436848&sr=8-1


Fear of discrimination

Desire to be a ‘culture fit’

Playing ‘the game’

Lack of self-awareness

Trauma from lived experienced

WWHHYY WWEE MMAAKKEE
'BAD AGREEMENTS'



Define 'Bad Agreements' in terms of their
origins and why you agreed to them

DEFINE

Analyze the lasting impact and risks your
'Bad Agreements' have on your thinking,
feelings, personal life, and career

Analyze how your workplace culture
perpetuates these 'Bad Agreements'

ANALYZE

Build self-awareness with mindfulness and
meditation; practice positive self-talk; set
boundaries; and take courageous action

REFRAME

Embark on your new way of being by
establishing new agreements; reintroduce
yourself; and sustain your courage

EMBARK

DD AA RR EE YOURSELF



DEFINE ANALYZE ANALYZE REFRAME EMBARK

Warned by relatives
Systemic racism
Historical
discrimination
Lack of civil rights
Pay inequality
Gender inequality
Abuse
Xenophobia
Need for legislation

Speak up
Discover and share
your true narrative
Draw boundaries
Communicate
outcomes, impact,
and efficiencies
Challenge your
implicit biases
Build allies

Become a thought
leader
Assert yourself
Practice daily
positive self-talk
Build emotional
intelligence
Seek new
employment

Women and People of Color must arrive early, stay late, and work twice as hard as
their White male counterparts to be equally regarded, recognized, and rewarded

BBAADD AAGGRREEEEMMEENNTT ##11

Burnout
Imposter experience
Loss of 'voice'
Fear of being labeled
as aggressive, angry,
or bossy
Feelings of
resentment
Implicit bias
Lack of collaboration

Good ole boys' network
Limited board,
leadership, and team
diversity
Lack of compensation
transparency
Lack of promotion
transparency
Limited recruitment
practices
Lack of
rewards/recognition



DEFINE ANALYZE ANALYZE REFRAME EMBARK

Warned to 'play the
game'
Advised by leaders
Recent graduate or
new to company
Labeled as 'entitled'
or 'spoiled'
Ageism

Challenge status
quo
Establish
reasonable
timeframe for
advancement
Leverage
technology for
upskilling
Communicate in
terms of core
competencies

Drive innovation
Collaborate
effectively
Engage
mentors/sponsors
Join/lead affinity
groups

Young professionals must 'pay their dues' before they can expect meaningful career
growth and rewards

BBAADD AAGGRREEEEMMEENNTT ##22

Fuels unnecessary
competition
Feelings of mistrust
and being
undervalued
Constant job
searching

Manager's with egos
Condescending tones
Limited career growth
paths
Rigid pay and
promotion structures
Lack of defined
competencies
Limited training
Lack of technology for
skills tracking



DEFINE ANALYZE ANALYZE REFRAME EMBARK

Warned by relatives
Systemic racism
Childhood trauma
Historical
discrimination
Need for legislation
Xenophobia
Religious
discrimination
Ableism
Stereotypes

Wear your natural
hair
Use your full name
Be okay with being
seen
Give yourself
permission to not
be offended by
others' curiosity

Change your hair
as often as you'd
like
Insist that people
pronounce your
name
Join/lead affinity
groups

Professionals must conform [and essentially hide] their hair, attire, names and other
parts of their identities to be a 'good culture fit'

BBAADD AAGGRREEEEMMEENNTT ##33

Inauthenticity
Feelings of not
belonging
Playing the game
Code switching
Feelings of
resentment
Exhaustion
Loss of identity

Culture fit vs. Culture
add model
Unchecked micro-
aggressions
Dress code policies
limiting ethnic styles
Lack of safe spaces
Box-checking DE&I
policies
Touching people's hair
Refusing to pronounce
names



OOWWNN YYOOUURR BBEEHHAAVVIIOORR CCHHAAIINN

Trigger(s) Thoughts Actions Outcomes
(Positive or
Negative)

YOU GET YOUR LIFE FROM HOW
YOU'RE BEING



DEFINE ANALYZE ANALYZE REFRAME EMBARK

BBRREEAAKKIINNGG MMYY ''BBAADD AAGGRREEEEMMEENNTT''
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Demystifying Mindfulness to Unlock Innovative Potential

Shawnta Hooks, CPA, MBA

Helping Leaders Build Wellness-centered Risk Competencies

CCOONNNNEECCTT && WWOORRKK WWIITTHH UUSS

Mindful Culture Creators

Shawnta@mindfulculturecreators.com

www.mindfulculturecreators.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shawnta-hooks-cpa-
mba-35894510/

Princess@castleriskhr.com

www.castleriskhr.com

linkedin.com/in/princess-castleberry-6595883/

@castleriskconsulting

facebook.com/CastleRiskHR/
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